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Seminar , 3 day(s)
Ref : MAP

Participants
This seminar is aimed at
junior project leaders who
wish to learn more about
all the aspects of their job
and increase their level of
performance.

Pre-requisites
Knowledge in computing.

Next sessions

Project Management overview
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

OBJECTIVES

Managing an IT project requires pragmatic management know-how, and knowledge of tools and techniques.
For each of these topics, this seminar provides a step-by-step approach of the techniques and rules actually
employed. Based on recognized good practices, it proposes effective responses to the main requirements of
projects (controlling costs, time scales and quality) and positions the project leader's role in the company.

1) IT projects
2) Leading an IT project
3) The key points for leading an IT project
4) Basic management techniques

5) Managing sub-contracting
6) The project leader, project manager
7) Managing projects in the company

Presenter

Daniel MAHE
Project manager and consultant, he has developed and led software developments in the research and
industrial sectors before directing large IS management and out-sourcing projects. He is especially interested
in risk management techniques, and has assisted large ISDs in changing their project management
procedures and methods.

1) IT projects

Today's IT projects

- The findings, the recognised good practices.
- Adapt the project management to the company's maturity level (CMMI).
- Success criteria: identify them, validate them and monitor them over time.

The role of the project leaders

- The two aspects of project management: Organising a Project and leading it.
- The required expertise, the nine skills areas.
- The project leader's role depending on the company: manager, administrator, team leader, coordinator.
- Organising your work in practice.

2) Leading an IT project

Managing according to the type of project: the procedures and the rules

- Development and maintenance projects.
- Integration project.
- Package implementation.
- Rollout project.
- The project procedures.

Project start-up

- Analysing a project: business cases, value analysis, ROI or added value.
- Preparing a Project Plan: choosing and implementing processes and rules.
- Determining the Quality factors and the related Quality measurements and means.

Operational control

- The four reserved fields: project management, external communications, production control and decision-
making.
- The decision-making process: identifying the decision point and considering the action plans.
- Decision-taking by a project committee.

The end of the project

- Know how to hand over to the Production, Support or Maintenance services.
- Finishing a project "on time": indicators and rules.
- Handling the staff departures.
- The project reviews and capitalising on experience.

3) The key points for leading an IT project

Controlling risks

- One constant, uncertainties, risks, inaccuracies, elements to be managed, a "Risk Manager" attitude.
- The risk management process, reduction strategies.
- The Project Risks dashboard.
- Managing information about the project.
- The procedure for managing upgrades, its sizing and its implementation. Know how to include an
"Upgrades" budget.
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4) Basic management techniques

- Estimation
- Scheduling.
- Starting-up and controlling the work.
- Project monitoring and control.

5) Managing sub-contracting

- The legal framework: obligations of means and obligations of results, the rules of sub-contracting.
- The contracting authority - general contractor relationship: the basic rules.
- Defining a fixed-price job.
- Technical and contractual monitoring of the service provider.
- The delegation of staff.

6) The project leader, project manager

Managing teams

- Structuring teams: building an organisation chart, integrating staff.
- Managing from a distance, rules and practices.
- Meeting performance.
- Managing everyone taking part in the project.

7) Managing projects in the company

Transverse projects

- The stumbling blocks of transverse projects, leading without hierarchical power.
- Know how to involve the divisions of the company in your project.
- Know how to challenge a participant from another division.
- The case of multi-site projects and using remote-working tools.

Project communications

- Analysing communications: break with closed practices.
- The rules for good communication.

Managing change

- Analysing changes and defining a change management plan.
- Identifying help and hindrances, implementing management tools.

Project management by the company

- Maturity levels in integrated project management.
- "Projects Portfolio Management", the strategic alignment of projects. Overall management of Project
investments. COBIT rules.
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Hands-on course , 3
day(s)
Ref : GPI

Participants
IT project leader, user project
leader, project management,
certification candidate and
all players with a role in
managing projects.

Pre-requisites
None.

Next sessions

Managing an IT Project, hands-on
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

OBJECTIVES

Directing a development project for an information system is an operation filled with pitfalls, as the analysis of
difficulties actually encountered will show. This course, largely based on the presenters' experience, will give
you all the elements for controlling the progress of your IT projects in terms of time scale, cost and quality.

1) Introduction to project management
2) Managing the project's content
3) Managing time scales
4) Managing costs
5) Managing risks
6) Managing sub-contracting

7) Managing the project's human resources
8) Managing project communications
9) Calculating the profitability of projects
10) Managing project quality
11) Managing expertise on projects

Certification

In addition, this training course complies with the project management standards in force. As a result it forms
an excellent preparation for certification examinations (PMP, Afitep, etc).

1) Introduction to project management

- The notions of project and project management. The players in a project. Product and project. The project
life cycle. Project process groups. Skills areas.

2) Managing the project's content

- Planning and defining the content: analysing the product, identifying alternatives, analysing the stakeholders
(the players). The models (waterfall, W, iterative). Types of projects: development, integration, deployment.
Creating the project breakdown structure: WBS.

Workshop
Breaking down a project into components and defining the life cycle.

3) Managing time scales

- Estimating workloads. Estimation techniques: expert judgement (Delphi), analogy, rising estimates
(analytical evaluation), parameterised estimates (functions points), probabilistic estimates, general approach.
- Sequencing activities: the antecedents method, arrow diagram, schedule network, determining
dependencies, lead-time offsets (forward/back).
- Drawing up the schedule: critical path, schedule compression, analysis of possibilities, levelling resources,
the critical path method, the bar chart.

Workshop
Evaluating workloads with different methods. Drawing up and analysing a diagram.Drawing up and analysing
a schedule.

4) Managing costs

- Estimating costs: techniques and methods.
- Budgeting: cost control, monitoring: budget indicators, building them, analysing them.

Workshop
Building a budget dashboard.

5) Managing risks

- Introduction to project risks. Risk management planning. Identifying risks (brainstorming, cause-effect
diagram, analysing check lists). Qualitative analyses (probability, impact, risk factors) and quantitative
analyses (expected monetary value analysis, decision tree). Risk response planning. Monitoring and
controlling risks. Audit: risk factors.

Workshop
Analysing tables and identifying responses.

6) Managing sub-contracting

- Planning the contracts. Asking for offers. Administering and terminating the contract.
- The players in a project: the general contractor, the contracting authority: roles and responsibilities.
- Managing project integration: the management plan, leading and steering the execution of the project.
Monitoring indicators.

Workshop
A do-or-buy decision tree.
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7) Managing the project's human resources

- The team. Motivation. Management style. Scheduling resources. Training, developing, leading the project
team. The project information system: individual supervision and project supervision.

Workshop
Leadership style, individual assessment, project progress.

8) Managing project communications

- Interpersonal communication. Scheduling communications. Disseminating information. Drafting the progress
report. Managing the stakeholders: managing conflicts.

Workshop
Managing conflicts.

9) Calculating the profitability of projects

- Types of benefit goals. ROI, return on investment. Investment decision.

Workshop
ROI, payback period.

10) Managing project quality

- Quality control benchmarks. Quality control and project. Quality control planning. Quality assurance
implementation. Quality control implementation.

Workshop
Metrics search.

11) Managing expertise on projects

- Company memory and project memory. General structure of a project memory.

Workshop
Search for capitalisation from identified risks.
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Hands-on course , 5
day(s)
Ref : PPC

Participants
Everyone whose function
is project management.
Everyone who wants to be
PMP or CAPM certified.

Pre-requisites
Good knowledge in
project management tools
and techniques. Project
management experience and
good level of English for the
PMP examination. Candidates
should look at the PMP
eligibility conditions on the
PMI webpage (www.pmi.org).

Next sessions

PMI, Project Management overview
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

OBJECTIVES

PMI is the world's leading not-for-profit membership association for the project management profession, with
more than half a million members and credential holders in 185 countries. PMI worldwide advocacy for project
management is supported by PMI globally-recognized standards and credentials, an extensive research
program, and professional development opportunities.

1) Introduction
2) Project Management Framework
3) Project dynamics: processes and process
groups

4) Domains and techniques
5) Ethics and professional responsibility
6) Advice concerning PMP credentials

Presenter

Frédéric DESOMBRE
He has many experiences as project manager. He worked for Air Liquid during 16 years, including 3 years
experience as General Manager (IT) in Singapore. His main fields are Project Management, Project planning,
UML users requirement, UML project modeling, Statement of requirements, Change Management. He
also has a 18 years experience as instructor. In 2005 he passed the Project Management Professional
Certification and is now PMP Preparation course Instructor.

Workshop

Exercises on various tools and techniques are proposed to participants in oder to deeply understand the
theoretical concepts. Questions are asked at the end of each chapter. Participants will get an electronic
version of the PMBOK, "A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge" (4th Edition).

1) Introduction

- Project and project management.
- PMI. Credentials and norms. Normalized definitions.

2) Project Management Framework

- Stakeholders.
- Phases and lifecycle. Product and project. Programs and phases.
- Environnemental context.
- Organisational aspect and their impact.
- Knowledge domains. Process mapping.
- Enterprise environnemental factor.
- Organizational assets.

3) Project dynamics: processes and process groups

- Initialisation, planning, execution, monitor and control, closing.

4) Domains and techniques

- Integration management. Project Chart, Management plan, Integrated change control, techniques (project
selection, benefice-cost ratios, earned value.
- Scope management. Planning, definition and verification, change control. Technique (WBS).
- Time management. Definition, activities, estimation of resources and duration, schedule. Techniques
(GANTT, CPM, MonteCarlo).
- Cost management. Estimation, budget, control.
- Quality management. Planning, Quality Insurance and control. Techniques (control chart, Pareto chart,
Ishikawa).
- HR management. Planning, Organisation, Acquisition, development, management. Technique (RACI,
teambuilding).
- Communication management. Planning, distribution, Report performance.
- Risk management. Planning, identification, qualitative and quantitative analysis, response plan. Techniques
(Monte Carlo, Register).
- Procurement management. Planning, contract types, Bid, administration, closing.

5) Ethics and professional responsibility

- PMI's Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct.

6) Advice concerning PMP credentials

- Bibliography.
- How to register.
- How to get prepared for the exam.
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- Exam sequence and Types of questions. At the end of each chapter there is a questionnaire. More than 120
questions are asked to participants. Many exercices are proposed during the session. At the end of the week,
a session is organised with an exam simulator. The closing session concerns the exam preparation (method,
organisation, pitfall).
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Hands-on course , 2
day(s)
Ref : PPR

Participants
Everyone who wants to be
certified PMP or CAPM.

Pre-requisites
Good knowledge in
project management tools
and techniques. Project
management experience and
good level of English for the
PMP examination. Candidates
should have followed "PMI,
project management" (réf.
PPC) courses. Candidates
should look at the PMP
eligibility conditions on the
PMI webpage (www.pmi.org).

Next sessions

PMP Credentials
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

OBJECTIVES

The PMP® credential recognizes demonstrated knowledge and skill in leading and directing project teams
and in delivering project results within the constraints of schedule, budget and resources. This training will
give you support and advice how to pass the examination.

1) Reminder
2) Examination Registration process
3) Exam preparation

4) The exam process
5) Review, simulation, mock exam

Presenter

Frédéric DESOMBRE
He has many experiences as project manager. He worked for Air Liquid during 16 years, including 3 years
experience as General Manager (IT) in Singapore. His main fields are Project Management, Project planning,
UML users requirement, UML project modeling, Statement of requirements, Change Management. He
also has a 18 years experience as instructor. In 2005 he passed the Project Management Professional
Certification and is now PMP Preparation course Instructor.

1) Reminder

- Review of PMI Project Management Framework (Framework, Process group, Domains, Techniques and
Methods, Code of ethics and responsibility.

2) Examination Registration process

- Certification Eligibility Requirements: content, advice on how to fill the document, how to describe the
professional experience The final registration.

3) Exam preparation

- Background: books, documents and tools.
- How to plan the exam.
- Key points of PMI Project Management (FAQ).
- Preparation effort.

4) The exam process

- Types of questions; the interface; Exam time management.
- How to deal with questions, pitfalls...

5) Review, simulation, mock exam

- A quiz is distributed to participants.
- Reminders are given about PMI domains, tools (ROI, Earned-value...).
- Each participant uses a software simulator in order to review basic concepts, monitor errors, control time
spending, follow-up score.
- A mock exam is organized at the end of the session.
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Hands-on course , 5
day(s)
Ref : FUP

Participants
Project managers,
consultants. Any stakeholder
involved in a project.

Pre-requisites
Project management
experience is desired, but
is not a prerequisite for
certification.

Next sessions

Prince2® Combined, Foundation & Practitioner
certifications
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

This training will equip you with all the principles and processes of project management based on the
Prince2® model (PRoject In Controlled Environments). Beyond concepts, exercises and case studies will
teach you to adapt and apply Prince2® to specific projects contexts.

OBJECTIVES

Acquire the vocabulary and basic principles of the Prince2® method
Apply Prince2® project management processes
Adapt Prince2® to specific contexts
Pass Prince2® Foundation and Practitioner certification exams

1) Introduction to Prince2®
2) The 7 Prince2® themes

3) The 7 Prince2® process
4) Certification exams

Pedagogic Methods

Case studies and exercises accompany the training.

Certification

Prince2® Foundation and Practitioner certification exams are included in the training. Passing the Prince2®
Foundation exam is a prerequisite for taking the Prince2® Practitioner exam.

1) Introduction to Prince2®

- Project Definition and characteristics of the project environment.
- The four integrated components: principles, themes, processes and adaptation of Prince2® to the project
environment.
- The 7 Prince2® principles.
- The benefits of the use of Prince2®.
- Customers and suppliers in a Prince2® project.
- The adaptation of Prince2®.

2) The 7 Prince2® themes

- The business case: objectives, content, use throughout the lifecycle of a project...
- The organization: project management structure, stakeholders, roles and responsibilities, communication...
- Quality: quality assurance, quality review, product description, quality register, quality strategy...
- Plans: project plan, stage plan, the team plan, exception plan, planning based on the product ...
- Risks: definitions, strategy and risk management process, risk register...
- Changes: configuration management, incident log, incident reporting, change procedure...
- Progression: management vs technical stage, tolerance and exception, Project Log...
- Adaptation and implementation of Prince2® themes in a project context.

3) The 7 Prince2® process

- Starting up a project: purpose, context and objectives, activities, roles and responsibilities...
- Initiating a project: purpose, context and objectives, activities, roles and responsibilities...
- Directing a project: purpose, context and objectives, activities, roles and responsibilities...
- Controlling a stage: purpose, context and objectives, activities, roles and responsibilities...
- Managing a Stage Boundary: purpose, context and objectives, activities, roles and responsibilities...
- Managing Product Delivery: purpose, context and objectives, activities, roles and responsibilities...
- Closing a Project: purpose, context and objectives, activities, roles and responsibilities...
- Adaptation and implementation of Prince2® process in a project context.

4) Certification exams

- Foundation certification exam: 75 Multiple Choice Questions, 1 hour, without document.
- Practitioner certification exam: 8 questions based on a case study, 2.5 hours, open book.
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Hands-on course , 3
day(s)
Ref : NIR

Participants
Project managers,
consultants, support staff,
PMO...

Pre-requisites
There are no prerequisites for
this course.

Next sessions

Prince2®, Foundation, certification
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

The PRINCE2® Foundation course will provide delegates with a detailed knowledge of the PRINCE2®
methodology, central to running a project using the PRINCE2® method. The successful completion of the
Foundation exam will give the delegate a recognized Foundation qualification.

OBJECTIVES

Participate effectively in a project in accordance with the PRINCE2® method
Describe the purpose and major content of all roles, the seven themes, the seven processes and the seven
principles
State which "management products" are input to or output from the seven processes
Pass the Foundation Exam

1) The seven principles
2) The seven processes

3) The seven themes

Pedagogic Methods

The course comprises a mixture of input sessions, group exercises and examination based practical work.

Certification

The exam is closed book with 75 multiple-choice questions. The pass score is 50% (38 out of the 75
questions). The exam lasts 60 minutes.

1) The seven principles

- Continued business justification.
- Learn from experience.
- Defined roles and responsibilities.
- Manage by stages.
- Manage by Exception.
- Focus on products.
- Tailor to suit the project environment.

2) The seven processes

- Starting up a Project.
- Directing a Project.
- Initiating a Project.
- Controlling a Stage.
- Managing Product Delivery.
- Managing Stage Boundaries.
- Closing a Project.

3) The seven themes

- Business Case.
- Organization.
- Quality.
- Plans.
- Risk.
- Change.
- Progress.
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Hands-on course , 2
day(s)
Ref : PRI

Participants
Project managers,
consultants, support staff and
PMO...

Pre-requisites
PRINCE2® Foundation
certificate.

Next sessions

Prince2®, Practitioner, Certification
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

PRINCE2® is a process-based approach for project management providing an easily tailored and scalable
method for the management of all types of projects. During the course, delegates will undertake a number of
mock examinations and gain feedback to prepare effectively for the PRINCE2® Practitioner exam.

OBJECTIVES

Show they understand the relationships between processes, themes, principles and PRINCE2® products
Apply PRINCE2® to the running and managing of a project within an environment supporting PRINCE2®
Apply and tailor PRINCE2® to address the needs and problems of a specific project scenario
Pass the Practitioner exam

1) Revision and deepening Prince2® concepts 2) Mock exam and exam

Pedagogic Methods

The course comprises a mixture of input sessions, group exercises and examination based practical work.

Certification

The PRINCE2® Practitioner exam is a 2.5 hour scenario based open book exam consisting of 9 questions,
each questions containing several sub questions. Each of the nine questions is worth 12 marks, giving a
maximum of 108 marks in the paper. The pass mark is 55% (59 marks).

1) Revision and deepening Prince2® concepts

- The seven Principles.
- The seven Processes.
- The seven Themes.
- Cases study.

2) Mock exam and exam

- Mock Practitioner exam, group feedback.
- Final Practitioner exam.
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Hands-on course , 3
day(s)
Ref : CMC

Participants
IT service managers, IT
service management project
leaders, quality managers.

Pre-requisites
Participants should be familiar
with the concepts of IT
project management and/
or development life cycles.
This course is an excellent
preparation for the official SEI
"Introduction to CMMI" course.

Next sessions

CMMI, overview
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

OBJECTIVES

Based on the principle of gradual improvement, CMMI for development is a repository of good practice which
aims to project management software development, system and hardware. After the training, participants will
have understood the philosophy and architecture of the repository, its usefulness for improving the practices
of their organizations, the modalities of implementation and the implications in terms of organization, load
working and improving the quality of service.

1) Introduction
2) Process Improvement
3) General architecture of the CMMI

4) Details of the staged representation
5) Implementing the model
6) Conclusions

1) Introduction

- What is a process: definition, "mature" process, "institutionalised" process, success factor.
- What is a maturity model.
- What is the Capability Maturity Model Integrated; origins, enhancements beyond the CMM.

2) Process Improvement

- Basic concepts and benefits of process improvement.
- What is the improvement cycle.
- What CMMI brings to the improvement cycle.

3) General architecture of the CMMI

- Structure of the continuous and staged representations.
- Basic model concepts: levels, process areas, goals, practices.
- Overview of the 5 maturity levels.
- Characteristics of organisational behaviour.

4) Details of the staged representation

Detailed structure of CMMI maturity level 2

- Understanding the "Managed" maturity level: from the process areas and practices to the details of key
project processes; project management; controlling inputs and outputs and major phases; indicators;
managing suppliers.

Detailed structure of CMMI maturity level 3

- Understanding the "Defined" maturity level: from defining the organisation's processes to coordinating
process improvement, maintenance, and deployment actions.
- Managing the life cycle.
- Managing quality.
- Managing risks.
- Capitalising organisational experiences.

Overview of CMMI levels 4 and 5

- Objectives and impact on the organisation.
- Quantitative management of processes and projects.
- Managing process performance.
- Reliably predicting project results.
- Continuous improvement.
- Eliminating chronic causes of inefficiency.

5) Implementing the model

- Setting up an improvement programme: assessment, deployment, duration; the process improvement cycle;
managing improvement actions.
- Appraisals: self-assessment; official appraisals; different approaches; gap analyses.

6) Conclusions

- Examples of improvement implementation and results.
- Key success factors and errors to avoid, based on the instructor's practical experience.
- A few key figures

Workshop
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Hands-on course , 4
day(s)
Ref : IST

Participants
This formation is addressed to
professionals of the software
test: IT test manager, senior
IT developer...

Pre-requisites
To have taken the ISTQB®
Foundation Level training
and to be certified ISTQB
Foundation level.

Next sessions

ISTQB Advanced Level, Test Analyst, Certification
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

OBJECTIVES

The ISTQB® Advanced Level Test Analyst training course expands on the test techniques and methods
introduced in the ISTQB® Foundation certification course and addresses those areas of the last ISTQB®
advanced syllabus specifically related to the Advanced Test Analyst certification (Syllabus 2013).

1) Testing Process
2) Test Management: Responsibilities for the
Test Analyst
3) Test Techniques
4) Testing Software Quality Characteristics

5) Reviews
6) Defect Management
7) Test Tools
8) Certification

Certification

This course is followed by official ISTQB certification exam.

1) Testing Process

- General introduction of testing process.
- Testing in the software development lifecycle.
- Test Planning, Monitoring and Control.
- Test Analysis. Test Design.
- Test Implementation. Test Execution.
- Evaluating Exit Criteria and Reporting.
- Test Closure Activities.

Exercise
Review question, exam preparation.

2) Test Management: Responsibilities for the Test Analyst

- General introduction.
- Test Progress Monitoring and Control.
- Distributed, Outsourced and Insourced Testing.
- The Test Analyst's Tasks in Risk-Based Testing.

Exercise
Review question, exam preparation.

3) Test Techniques

- General introduction of test techniques.
- Specification-Based approach. Equivalence Partitioning approach.
- Boundary Value Analysis. Decision Tables.
- Cause-Effect Graphing. State Transition Testing.
- Combinatorial Testing Techniques.
- Use Case Testing. User Story Testing.
- Domain Analysis. Combining Techniques. Defect-Based Techniques.
- Using Defect-Based Techniques. Defect Taxonomies. Experience-Based Techniques.

Exercise
Review question, exam preparation.

4) Testing Software Quality Characteristics

- General introduction of testing software quality characteristics.
- Quality Characteristics for Business Domain.
- Accuracy Testing.
- Suitability Testing.
- Interoperability Testing.
- Usability Testing.
- Accessibility Testing.

Exercise
Review question, exam preparation.

5) Reviews

- General introduction of reviews.
- Using Checklists.

Exercise
Review question, exam preparation.
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6) Defect Management

- General introduction of defect management.
- When Can a Defect be Detected?
- Defect Report Fields.
- Defect Classification.
- Root Cause Analysis.

Exercise
Review question, exam preparation.

7) Test Tools

- General introduction of test tools.
- Test Tools and Automation.
- Test Design Tools.
- Test Data Preparation Tools.
- Automated Test Execution Tools.

Exercise
Review question, exam preparation.

8) Certification

- Revision on the main themes approached in formation.
- Practice test to involve itself.
- Installation of the examination: 2 hours, the last day on 3PM, by the GASQ selected by the ISTQB.
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Hands-on course , 3
day(s)
Ref : TQB

Participants
This formation is addressed to
professionals of the software
test: IT test manager, senior
IT developer...

Pre-requisites
To have taken the ISTQB®
Foundation Level training
and to be certified ISTQB
Foundation level.

Next sessions

ISTQB Advanced Level, Technical Test Analyst,
Certification
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

OBJECTIVES

This three-day course covers four main areas — risk management, techniques for performing effective and
efficient functional testing, approaches to testing the technical non-functional characteristics and attributes of
software systems and examination of tools and basic automation concepts.

1) The Technical Test Analyst's Tasks in Risk-
Based Testing
2) Structure-Based Testing
3) Analytical Techniques
4) Quality Characteristics for Technical Testing

5) Reviews
6) Test Tools and Automation
7) Certification

Certification

This course is followed by official ISTQB certification exam.

1) The Technical Test Analyst's Tasks in Risk-Based Testing

- General introduction of risk analysis and testing.
- Risk Identification.
- Risk Assessment.
- Risk Mitigation.

Exercise
Review question, exam preparation.

2) Structure-Based Testing

- General introduction of structure-based testing.
- Condition Testing.
- Decision Condition Testing.
- Modified Condition/Decision Coverage (MC/DC) Testing.
- Multiple Condition Testing.
- Path Testing.
- API Testing.
- Selecting a Structure-Based Technique.

Exercise
Review question, exam preparation.

3) Analytical Techniques

- General introduction of analytical techniques.
- Static Analysis.
- Control Flow Analysis. Data Flow Analysis.
- Using Static Analysis for Improving Maintainability. Call Graphs.
- Dynamic Analysis.
- Overview. Detecting Memory Leaks.
- Detecting Wild Pointers. Analysis of Performance.

Exercise
Review question, exam preparation.

4) Quality Characteristics for Technical Testing

- General introduction.
- General Planning Issues.
- Security Testing.
- Reliability Testing.
- Performance Testing.
- Resource Utilization.
- Maintainability Testing.
- Portability Testing.

Exercise
Review question, exam preparation.

5) Reviews

- General introduction of review.
- Using Checklists in Reviews.
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- Architectural Reviews.
- Code Reviews.

Exercise
Review question, exam preparation.

6) Test Tools and Automation

- Integration and Information Interchange Between Tools.
- Defining the Test Automation Project.
- Selecting the Automation Approach.
- Modeling Business Processes for Automation.
- Specific Test Tools.
- Fault Seeding/Fault Injection Tools.
- Performance Testing Tools. Tools for Web-Based Testing.
- Tools to Support Model-Based Testing. Component Testing and Build Tools.

Exercise
Review question, exam preparation.

7) Certification

- Revision on the main themes approached in formation.
- Practice test to involve itself.
- Installation of the examination: 2 hours, the last day on 3PM, by the GASQ selected by the ISTQB.
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Hands-on course , 5
day(s)
Ref : TIS

Participants
This formation is addressed to
professionals of the software
test: IT test manager, senior
IT developer...

Pre-requisites
To have taken the ISTQB®
Foundation Level training, to
be certified ISTQB Foundation
level and to have 18 months
of IT test experience.

Next sessions

ISTQB Advanced Level, Test Manager, Certification
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

OBJECTIVES

The ISTQB® Test Manager training course expands on the test techniques and methods introduced in the
ISTQB® Foundation certification course and addresses those areas of the last ISTQB® advanced syllabus
specifically related to the Advanced Test Management certification (Syllabus 2013).

1) Testing Process
2) Test Management
3) Test Reviews
4) Defect Management

5) Improving the Testing Process
6) Test Tools and Automation
7) People Skills – Team Composition
8) Certification exam

Certification

This course is followed by official ISTQB certification exam.

1) Testing Process

- General introduction of testing process.
- Test Planning, Monitoring and Control.
- Test Analysis and Test Design.
- Test Implementation and Test Execution.
- Evaluating Exit Criteria and Reporting.
- Test Closure Activities.

2) Test Management

- General introduction of test management: Test Management in Context.
- Risk-Based Testing and Other Approaches for Test Prioritization and Effort Allocation.
- Test Documentation and Other Work Products.
- Test Estimation.
- Defining and Using Test Metrics.
- Business Value of Testing.
- Distributed, Outsourced, and Insourced Testing
- Managing the Application of Industry.

3) Test Reviews

- General introduction of test reviews.
- Management Reviews and Managing Reviews.
- Metrics for Reviews.
- Managing Formal.

4) Defect Management

- General introduction of defect management.
- The Defect Lifecycle and the Software Development Lifecycle.
- Defect Workflow and States.
- Managing Invalid and Duplicate Defect Reports.
- Cross-Functional Defect Management.
- Defect Report Information.
- Assessing Process Capability with Defect Report Information.

5) Improving the Testing Process

- General introduction.
- Test Improvement Process.
- Improving the Testing Process.
- Improving the Testing Process with TMMi.
- Improving the Testing Process with TPI Next.
- Improving the Testing Process with CTP.
- Improving the Testing Process with STEP.

6) Test Tools and Automation

- General introduction of test tools and automation.
- Tool Selection.
- Tool Lifecycle.
- Tool Metrics.

7) People Skills – Team Composition
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- General introduction.
- Individual Skills.
- Test Team Dynamics.
- Fitting Testing Within an Organization.
- Motivation and Communication.

8) Certification exam

- Revision on the main themes approached in formation.
- Practice test to involve itself.
- Installation of the examination: 3 hours, the last day on 2PM, by the GASQ selected by the ISTQB.
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Hands-on course , 2
day(s)
Ref : CCH

Participants
Anyone who is to be involved
in the writing of specifications:
Project owners, assistants
to project owners, lead
contractor who is to guide the
project owners.

Pre-requisites
No particular knowledge.

Next sessions

Writing up specifications
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

This course will show you how to write specifications for managerial computing projects. It will particularly
teach you how to choose the right description level and to identify the right levels of granularity.

OBJECTIVES

Describing the main functions of an application to be developed with UML
Writing the clauses of a set of specifications for software development
Describing the development plan and project monitoring requirements in the specifications
Adding to particular specifications (integration, web, etc.);

1) Specifications: Goals and types
2) Contents of specifications
3) Specifications for software development

4) The development strategy
5) Other specifications

1) Specifications: Goals and types

- Expressing a need, forming a contractual relationship.
- Types of specifications Roles of specifications Life cycles
- The stakeholders involved. Project owners and lead contractors. Roles and responsibilities. Approval and
decision-making.
- Role of pilots in specifications.
- Role of users. Role of experts

2) Contents of specifications

- Standard sections.
- Technical specifications, context of the project, description of needs, constraints, stakeholders.
- Legal clauses.

3) Specifications for software development

- An approach to defining the target information system. Diagnosing what already exists.
- Describing the context, the data, the business processes, the workflow.
- Describing the functions of the future application, the technical and software architecture.
- Defining the expected product in terms of quality.
- Representation techniques. Methods and diagrams. UML and Merise models
- Participation in the expression of needs. Stakeholders, participatory work techniques.

Workshop
Determining quality factors, criteria, and metrics. Translating a need, having it approved and translated for a
lead contractor.

4) The development strategy

- How do you prepare a strategy? Risk assessment, risk reduction.
- Development plan, guidance measures, scheduling, setting up structures.
- Dividing the work into projects, into batches.
- General planning. Project monitoring requirements.
- Requesting additional services (functional acceptance work, data migration, etc.).

Workshop
Development strategy and assessment.

5) Other specifications

- Specifications for a software suite.
- Sections of integration specifications.
- For a Web solution. The specific sections.
- Specifications for project owners.
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Hands-on course , 3
day(s)
Ref : PLA

Participants
Users and IT project leaders.

Pre-requisites
None.

Next sessions

Scheduling and Monitoring Projects
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

OBJECTIVES

This course will enable you to master the principal techniques of scheduling and monitoring progress of an IT
project. Accompanied by many practical exercises, it includes a case using the computerised tool, MS-Project
2003.

1) Introduction
2) Techniques of planning
3) Monitoring the project

4) Resources
5) Scheduling and monitoring multi projects
6) Ms Project 2003

Presenter

The course is animated by a team having real practical experience in IT project management. It is in
particular Chantal MORLEY, author of the book "Management of information system projects" (Dunod 2002),
lecturer at INT, and Jean HUGUES and Bernard LEBLANC, directors & partners within DELF company's and
co-author with Chantal MORLEY, of the book "RAD: a method to develop faster" (Dunod) and "UML, for IT
analysis" (Dunod 2002).

Exercise

Each section is illustrated by practical exercises and/or case studies.

1) Introduction

- Definition of a step project. Characteristics of IT projects. Positioning scheduling and Monitoring work in the
project process.

2) Techniques of planning

PERT Network

- How to represent the constraints of schedule analysis in tasks: the types of links, leads and lags, the earliest
and latest dates, free float, total float, the critical path.
- How to optimize a PERT network.

The bar chart (Gantt diagram)

- How to represent the constraints associated with the resources. Calendar ASAP, at the latest, improved.
Levelling or how to decrease the number of parallel paths. Smoothing to optimize the use of resources.

3) Monitoring the project

The Dashboard of the project Manager

- Basic elements, the activity reports, the follow-up reports of progress.
- KPI, Indicators of: progress, load factor, speed and performance.

The management report of the project

- Progress of work packages, evolution of the remaining loads. Economic indicators: BCWS, CBWP, ACWP.
- Analysis and responses to risks: the organization, project leader and steering committee, the project
triangle.
- Organization of monitoring: the individual monitoring and project monitoring.

4) Resources

- Identification of the necessary human and logistic resources: types of actors.
- Association task/resource, the reservation and assignment.
- Valuation of resources in costs: Identify and manage costs: from the proposal to budget.

5) Scheduling and monitoring multi projects

- The justification of a sub-projects breakdown.
- Presentation of the standardized project breakdown: PBS, WBS, OBS.
- Inter-projects Schedule Constraints, shared resources.

Workshop
The case study previously treated is broken-up into sub-projects.

6) Ms Project 2003

Interfaces

- Tables, views, filters and diagrams. How to personalize the interfaces.

Basic elements
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- Tasks, resources, constraints. The relations work-unit-duration. effort or time driven. Hammock activity.
Presentation of the resources audit procedure.

Monitoring

- Presentation of follow-up procedures starting from the activity reporting. Analysis and treatment of results:
production of indicators.

Collaboration

- Data entry of information by the resources and consolidation in MS Project by the Project Manager. Principle
of operation of MS Project Server: main functionalities.

Multi-projects

- Multi-projects Management with MS Project, main project and sub-projects, shared resources files.
Consolidated projects and projects components. Why and how to link projects. How to carry out updates.
Roles of the project Manager and the assistant managers of the projects.
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Hands-on course , 2
day(s)
Ref : MPI

Participants
Project managers. Project
engineers. Department heads.
Planners.

Pre-requisites
No particular knowledge.

Next sessions

MS-Project, introduction
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

This training will mainly teach you to schedule tasks, assign resources, and budget and track activities with
MS Project. Many practical exercises are included to help you learn about the software in an operational
manner.

OBJECTIVES

Browsing in the MS-Project interface, using different interfaces and reports
Creating tasks in the project and assigning them durations
Establishing dependencies between tasks
Optimizing margins and the project's critical path
Associating resources with the project and improving their use
Tracking the progress of the project and analyzing discrepancies

1) Introduction
2) Getting started with MS-Project
3) Setting up the schedule.
4) Allocating resources

5) Setting up the budget
6) Monitoring the project
7) Using the schedule

1) Introduction

- Defining the planning challenge.
- Functions and uses of MS-Project.

2) Getting started with MS-Project

- Introduction to the elements of the work environment: Toolbars, tables, windows, pop-up help.
- Pre-scheduling configuration: Choosing units of time and work, the calendar, and options.

Workshop
Learning the interface. Initializing the project.

3) Setting up the schedule.

- Creating tasks. Handling tasks: Moving, editing, deleting.
- Tracking the PERT network.
- Understanding different types of constraints.
- Analyzing the schedule, identifying margins and the critical path.

Workshop
Handling tasks, establishing dependencies. Inputing durations. Showing margins and the critical path.
Tracking changes. Adjusting timeframes.

4) Allocating resources

- Creating and assigning resources.
- Presenting types of tasks.
- Defining assignment fields.

Workshop
Creating and assigning resources. Controlling overloads.

5) Setting up the budget

- Defining resource allocation percentages.
- Entering fixed costs.
- Evaluating the budget on the schedule.

Workshop
Fixed cost for tasks. Resource leveling. Viewing the budget.

6) Monitoring the project

- Indicators: Baseline, consumed, needed to finish, progress, end estimate.
- Setting up the baseline.
- Updating the project: Entering consumed, progress, work left remaining.

Workshop
Save the initial schedule. Define and show the progress date. Automatic progress. Analyze the project.

7) Using the schedule

- Customizing the graphical aspect of a task.
- Adding texts to the schedule.
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- Presenting reports.
- Preparing the schedule for a meeting.

Workshop
Describe a task or benchmark. List of a resource's tasks. Cost analysis.
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Hands-on course , 3
day(s)
Ref : GMP

Participants
Project leaders, persons
in charge for services
having to carry out several
projects, people implied in
the support or the control of
several projects (Steering
committees), persons in
charge or members of Project
Management Office.

Pre-requisites
Goods Knowledges in project
management. Experience
required in company's
projects.

Next sessions

Multiprojects Management
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

OBJECTIVES

When in a firm the projects and actors are numerous, it becomes imperative to set up a specific and clear
project management. This course addresses this topic and shows how to plan, to establish the roles and the
responsibilities for each project, and how to arbitrate and communicate. At the end, you will be autonomous in
multi-project management.

1) Introduction
2) Aligning strategy, economy and projects
3) Standardising methods
4) Defining the roles, organising the teams
5) Project Management Office (PMO)
6) Establishing a Schedule Baseline
7) Setting up the Budgets, the Resources

8) Monitoring the projects work progress,
schedule change
9) Behaviours in a team
10) Deciding in Multi-projects environment
11) Being productive in Multi-projects
12) Communicating in multi-projects
13) Multi-projects Dashboard

1) Introduction

- Pedagogy - the program.
- The challenge to work in multi-projects.

2) Aligning strategy, economy and projects

- Apprehending the strategy of the firm.
- Positioning each project compared to the strategy.
- Classifying projects within the firm.
- Selecting projects.

3) Standardising methods

- "The Customers" of the multi-projects management system.
- The system Objectives: adequacy load/capacity, costs and time scale monitoring.
- Defining management levels: granularity.
- Programs, projects, actions, except projects work.
- Structuring Projects: phases, milestones, work packages, activities, and deliverables.
- Standardising calendars, the categories of costs, resources.

4) Defining the roles, organising the teams

- Portfolio of projects.
- Various types of projects organizations.
- Clarifying roles and contributions in the projects.
- Finding synergies between projects.

5) Project Management Office (PMO)

- Its mission, its responsibilities.
- Its composition.

6) Establishing a Schedule Baseline

- The Multi-projects strategy map.
- A three levels planning system - strategic planning - project planning - department planning.
- Exchanges between levels.
- Working out the Schedule Baseline.

7) Setting up the Budgets, the Resources

- Step of budget estimate.
- Establishing the activity resource estimate (workload).
- Knowing the capacities.
- Adjusting the adequacy of resources workload/capacity
- The planning process of medium-term and long term.

8) Monitoring the projects work progress, schedule change

- Monitoring status and progress of times and costs performance.
- Earned value, estimate to complete, variances, forecasted completion.
- The monthly update process.
- The quarterly update process.
- Management of planning change: to analyze the impacts.
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9) Behaviours in a team

- Building and organising the teams.
- Planning Obstacles.
- The internal consensus and commitment related to the schedule.
- Risks Analysis.
- The unavailability of the resources.
- Solidarity.

10) Deciding in Multi-projects environment

- Steering Committee Procedure of the Multi-projects.
- Analysing the demand and its evolution.
- Analysing supplies status and forecasts.
- Integrating financial, work load, and commitments topics.
- Analysing and classifying Risks.
- Analysing competing solutions: Multi-criteria's choices table.
- Preparing decision of the Steering committee.
- Ensuring decision's traceability: to justify choices.
- Prioritising projects.

11) Being productive in Multi-projects

- The myth of man/month.
- Sources of waste of time.
- Organising oneself in multi-projects context.
- Preserving balance between projects.
- Motivating stakeholders.
- Optimising resources allocation: the point of view of the functional manager of the department.

12) Communicating in multi-projects

- Setting up the communication: what to communicate, to whom to communicate, how to communicate.
- Optimising and harmonising the communication modes: meeting, email, phone call.

13) Multi-projects Dashboard

- Keys for Dashboard development.
- Project Dashboard. Multi-projects Dashboard.
- Improving oneself practice with the Quality Dashboard.

Workshop
- CONCERTO Micro-project: This is a multi-projects environment to model the operation of a company and
to exempt a rich teaching through an enterprise game. The workshop proposes a simulation of a company
organised by projects. Three teams symbolizing the departments of a company must each one carry out
some concrete tasks representing the projects. Each participant is, in turn, pilot of a wallet of projects and is
charged, with his team to take into account a framework of constraints (objectives, means, time...), to steer
the projects of its department. Meetings of projects team and the steering committee allows coordinating
actions at various levels. - Synergic exercises: these exercises make it possible to evaluate the attitudes,
values, motivations and points of view, at personal level and in teamwork. - Diagnosis exercises: these
exercises make it possible to be on a behaviours scale, values or psychological typology. - Case studies: they
describe a real context which it is necessary to analyse in order to propose adapted solutions. - Problems
solving: this analysis, carried out in group, makes it possible to qualify the problems and to implement a
cause / effect study.
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Hands-on course , 3
day(s)
Ref : PTO

Participants
Any member of an Portfolio,
Programme and Project
management Team, Support
teams and offices and
members of a Portfolio center
of excellence.

Pre-requisites
There are no pre-requisites for
this course, although a basic
knowledge of PRINCE2® and/
or MSP® are helpful.

Next sessions

P3O®, Foundation, certification
Portfolio, Programme and Project Office
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

P3O® is a model for the implementation and management of a "project office" or PMO. This course will
introduce you to the tools and techniques as well as associated implementation approach. It will allow you to
obtain Foundation P3O® certification.

OBJECTIVES

Ensure consistent delivery of projects and programmes and meet business objectives through effect use of
resources
Develop capability, capacity and risk models to suit the organizational maturity culture
Help identify potential opportunities to be realized, exploited or enhanced as part of risk analysis
Improve organizational accountability, decision making, transparency and visibility

1) Introduction to P3O®
2) Why have a P3O®?
3) What is a P3O® model?
4) The P3O® roles

5) The P3O® tools and techniques
6) P3O® implementation
7) Exam

Certification

This course includes a 60 min certification exam. Multiple choice, 75 questions per paper, 5 questions to be
trial and not counted in scores, 35 marks required to pass (out of 70 available) - 50%, closed book.

1) Introduction to P3O®

- Project management, program management, portfolios management. Definitions. Differences.
- Context. Business strategy. Portfolio lifecycle, program and project.
- P3O®, the support role.

Echanges
Exchanges on the role of the P3O® support.

2) Why have a P3O®?

- Opportunities and goals of a P3O®. Value creation of a P3O® in an organization.
- The value matrix. Measure the success of projects and programs, as specified by P3O®.

Exemple
Examples of relevant indicators for measuring success.

3) What is a P3O® model?

- Organizational models. Permanent office, temporary and virtual office. The case of small organizations.
- Functional areas.
- Supported functions and services. Choice of organizational model and its integration.
- Good practices of responsibility definition for each model. Model Maturity and evolution.

Exercise
Choose a model from the context and goals of an organization.

4) The P3O® roles

- Skills required of P3O® management and portfolio management team.
- Recruiting officers.
- The cross functional roles and specific management roles.

Réflexion collective
On a given situation, identify the best possible distribution of roles.

5) The P3O® tools and techniques

- The terms of use of the tools.
- Key strategic benefits and success factors for the development of tools.
- Adaptation of tools at different levels.
- Organization. The information portals and workshops. Human Resource Management.

Case study
Choosing appropriate tools.

6) P3O® implementation

- Define the vision. Identify stakeholders.
- Define the Blueprint: processes, organization decisions, tools, information flows.
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- Manage risks. The "temporary office" lifecycle.

Réflexion collective
Define the content of the Blueprint.

7) Exam

- Summary of important points. Exam preparation. Questions.

Exam
P3O® Foundation exam.
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Hands-on course , 2
day(s)
Ref : PRA

Participants
Be certified P3O®
Foundation.

Pre-requisites
Manager of project and
program, PMO, Senior
manager, every stakeholder
involved in portfolio, program
or project management.

Next sessions

P3O®, Practitioner, certification
Portfolio, Programme and Project Office
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

This course will help you to deepen your knowledge of P3O® model. You will see in detail how to design,
implement and manage each component of the model. This course also prepares you for the P3O®
Practitioner certification exam.

OBJECTIVES

Define a Business Case for the Implementation of P3O®
Build a P3O® model adapted to the needs and maturity of the organization
Plan the implementation of P3O® within an organization
Use the right tools and techniques to help the implementation of P30®
Pass P3O® Practitioner certification exam

1) Introduction to P3O® Practitioner
2) The implementation of the P3O® model

3) Tools and Techniques
4) Exam

Certification

This course includes P3O® Practitioner exam: 4 questions of 20 marks each - 80 marks in total, 150 minutes,
50% pass mark - 40 out of 80, open book - (only the P3O Guide is allowed).

1) Introduction to P3O® Practitioner

- The goals of P3O® Practitioner.
- Introduce the certification exam: structure, content, preparation tips.
- Global vision and principles of P3O® Practitioner.
- Context of applying P3O®. Revision: Portfolio concepts, program and project.

Echanges
Exchanges and feedback on the managing of a portfolio, programs and projects in various types of
organization.

2) The implementation of the P3O® model

- Convince the direction staff: benefits, value matrix, key success factors and key performance indicators.
- Set a proper business case to the organization for the implementation of P3O®.
- Presentation of different ways to implement the concepts and P3O® model.
- Adaptation of the model to the specificity of an organization: structure, governance, functions and services.
- Determine the roles and responsibilities within the P3O® model. Criteria to select different roles.
- Implement or update the P3O® model within an organization according to its goals and maturity.
- A pragmatic and planned lifecycle approach. Set the schedule for implementation.

Exercise
Exam preparation exercises. Commented correction. Practical advice.

3) Tools and Techniques

- Presentation of the tools helping to implement P3O®.
- Presentation of techniques helping to implement P3O®.
- Discussions on cases of practical use of various tools and techniques to support the implementation of
P3O®.

Exercise
Exam preparation exercises. Commented correction. Practical advice.

4) Exam

- Revision.
- Final exam.
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Hands-on course , 3
day(s)
Ref : ORG

Participants
Any Project Leader
responsible for managing a
team.

Pre-requisites
Fluent spoken English.

Next sessions

Team Management
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

OBJECTIVES

Given the importance of project management, this training course deals with the key challenges that Project
Leaders are confronted with on a daily basis. By the end of the programme, you will understand more about
group dynamics, the role of the Team Manager and how best to maintain high motivational levels and ensure
peak performance in the workplace.

1) The Team Players
2) Effective Communication
3) Motivation

4) Running your Project Team
5) Project Management

Workshop

This highly practical training course will provide you with numerous management tools and techniques to
help you adapt to specific professional situations. During the course, you will be encouraged to share your
own experience and identify, with the aid of exercises, role-plays, feedback and analysis, the most effective
solutions to the challenges you face. The programme has been designed to help you: enhance your team
management style and communication strategies, to adapt to difficult or unforeseeable situations and to help
you get the best out of your team.

1) The Team Players

- Defining team management composition.
- Identifying all stakeholders and needs.
- Analysing team dynamics.
- Reconciling respect for team members and commitment.

Expectations

- Excellent organisation, delegation and team-building skills.
- Achieving the company's objectives and aligning individual goals.
- Acting as interface and communicating your company's vision.
- Coordinating team effort and monitoring.
- Gaining trust and confidence by communicating clearly and effectively.

Managerial Functions

- Creating a strategic communication plan.
- Setting clear project gaols, schedules and deliverables.
- Giving clear instructions.
- Critical thinking and decision-making.
- Trouble-shooting.
- Lessons-learned.
- Commitment-building.
- Time and Stress-Management.

2) Effective Communication

Self-Awareness

- Set measurable and realistic goals.
- Body language and the importance of congruence.
- Active Listening.
- Establishing and maintaining positive relationships with team, colleagues and hierarchy.

Communication Delivery

- Managing the communication process.
- Maintaining communication flows to avoid misunderstandings.
- Dealing with rumours and information retention.

3) Motivation

- Understanding motivational factors at work.
- Differentiating and tackling low motivational levels.
- How to acknowledge and reward.

4) Running your Project Team

- Knowing your team and each individual's level of autonomy.
- Integrating new colleagues and managing staff turnover smoothly.

Team Spirit and Commitment

- Defining roles, assigning tasks and setting clear team objectives.
- Uniting separate groups.
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- The Art of delegating.
- Conflict resolution.
- Tackling objections with assurance.
- Anticipating and solving unexpected challenges.
- Presenting team project goals with conviction.
- Managing and integrating difficult team members.

5) Project Management

- Creating an action plan.
- Seeking and incorporating team members' initiatives where applicable.
- Regular progress reporting and measurement.
- Evaluating risk.
- Mobilising team regularly to carry out corrective and preventative actions.
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Hands-on course , 2
day(s)
Ref : MGS

Participants
Accessible to everyone whose
task is to lead, motivate,
and direct a team without
hierarchical ties, particularly
service providers.

Pre-requisites
No particular knowledge.

Next sessions

Managing Service Providers
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

Increasing your authority and legitimacy in a non-hierarchical relationship, and encouraging motivation and
involvement, is a challenge to be faced in managing outside service providers. This course will enable you to
organize and coordinate your service providers, with emphasis on cooperation.

OBJECTIVES

Defining the contractual framework of various service providers
Organizing the work of a team of service providers on an everyday basis
Boosting your legitimacy and trust with all stakeholders
Encouraging involvement with convincing communication.
Managing delicate situations with no hierarchical connections

1) Clarify the contours of the contractual
relationship
2) Learn how to institute management without
hierarchies
3) Boosting your authority and legitimacy.
4) Adapting your communication

5) Getting service providers motivated and
involved
6) Handling situations made difficult by status
7) Building a Personal Progress Action Plan

1) Clarify the contours of the contractual relationship

- Identify the framework of the relationship.
- Understand types of management and service providers.
- Detect the benefits and limits of cross-cutting management.
- List respective rights and obligations: The legal and contractual framework.
- Understand the specifics of cross-cutting management: Cooperation, coordination, relationship.
- Grasp differences in logic and challenges.

Exercise
Create a map of stakeholders. Build a question grid aimed at identifying differences in logic.

2) Learn how to institute management without hierarchies

- Clarify roles, missions, and goals.
- Structure the specifications and organize the contribution meeting.
- Identify services providers' goals with the S.M.A.R.T. method.
- Determine their expectations and motivations.
- Organize and manage a team of service providers on an everyday basis: Task flowchart, types of meetings,
etc.
- Build the matrix of roles and responsibilities.
- Define and monitor the expected results of the service: Task sequencing, performance indicators.
- Establish a partnership: Coordination, cooperation, highlighting common interests.

Exercise
Listing the items that affect the choice of time between performance meetings. Building the metaplan.

3) Boosting your authority and legitimacy.

- Spotting different forms of power. Enhance your credibility.
- Legitimize your function, your role: Clarify the roles defined in the contract in a participatory form.
- Develop non-hierarchical authority: Take into account the needs of various stakeholders. Create trust.
- Affirm your leadership position and build charisma.

Exercise
Role-playing based on the charisma and legitimacy of a manager in dealing with service providers. Group
debriefing.

4) Adapting your communication

- Communication processes and channels: Question, listen, rephrase, dialog, negotiate. V.A.K.O.G.
- Pass along information using appropriate means. Develop active listening: verbal, para-verbal, non verbal.
- Develop active listening: verbal, para-verbal, non verbal. Use your emotional intelligence.
- Develop a motivating method of communication for use face-to-face, on the phone, and in writing. Email
best practices.

Workshop
Identifying communication processes and channels to be put in place in order to clarify and optimize relations
between stakeholders. Scenarios: Practicing active listening. Group debriefing.

5) Getting service providers motivated and involved

- Be convincing to mobilize contributors and get them to join the meeting.
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- Structure your intervention plan: Context, project challenges, goals, action plan.
- Various cooperative and uncooperative behaviors. Life positions.
- Create a favorable relationship environment. Develop empathy. Grant trust. Give responsibilities. Create the
right vibe.
- Tools for influencing and motivating: Identity-realization, belonging, recognition-power.
- Know how to give signs of recognition: The A.S.A.P. method (Appropriate, Sincere, Analytical,
Personalized).

Workshop
Role-playing: A meeting to motivate a service provider without hierarchical ties. Preparing the interview with
that service provider in subgroups.

6) Handling situations made difficult by status

- Spotting major attitudes in communication: Aggressiveness, manipulation, passiveness, assertiveness.
- Knowing how to "say" things with fairness and authority with the D.E.S.C. tool.
- Managing difficult personalities and removing obstacles.
- Anticipating and defusing conflicts.
- Managing the vibe within the team.
- Know how to refocus if there is a deviation: Prepare for the meeting, proceed through each step.

Exercise
Defuse a managerial conflict with a service provider. Refocus an employee without a hierarchical relationship.
Group debriefing.

7) Building a Personal Progress Action Plan

- Self-analysis/diagnosis by each participant.
- Highlight your personal talents.
- Define S.M.A.R.T. goals, a schedule, additional resources. Formalize the expected results.
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Hands-on course , 2
day(s)
Ref : CHA

Participants
Anyone having to deal with
Change Management in
the scope of an Information
System project.

Pre-requisites
None.

Next sessions

Managing Change successfully
> IS Project Management> Gestion de projet informatique

OBJECTIVES

Change Management has become a key competence. It requires the ability to anticipate, thorough planning,
managing emotions and strong determination.

1) Change Representations
2) Adapting to Change
3) Giving Sense to Change

4) Communicating Change
5) Change Management

1) Change Representations

- Change in its different forms (human and organisational).
- Unforeseeable reactions, behaviour and resistance to change.
- Questioning and the #mourning# period.

Workshop
Role-play.

2) Adapting to Change

- Positive and negative responses to stress due to change.
- Adaptation period.
- Main stages of personal growth.
- Identifying resources.
- Developing new skill sets.

Workshop
Identify stress factors in different situations and offer appropriate responses.

3) Giving Sense to Change

- Using Change as a catalyst for Progress.
- Being an active Player.
- Building professional or personal project.
- Clarifying goals.
- Project Management.
- Alignment.

Workshop
Formalise projects and ambitions. Reduce the gap between the dream and the reality.

4) Communicating Change

- Ensuring Change has been communicated clearly and understood.
- Interacting, brainstorming and sharing ideas.
- Direct and indirect approaches.
- Socio-dynamic approach.
- Active listening.
- Questioning and maieutics.

Exercise
Case study exercises.

5) Change Management

- Do you possess the right credentials to drive Change?
- Planning each key step and piloting Change successfully.
- Implementing orderly and systematic processes.
- Time Management.
- Coaching.

Exercise
3 scenarios: Piloting change.
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